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Team 6 - Trip Tracker

Idea: The basic idea of this app is to implement a tracking system uti-
lizing the GPS built-in smartphones. This app can be utilized by stu-
dents to input details like origin, the destination, purpose of the trip,
mode of transportation, etc. Along with this, the app will record stu-
dent information like name, MTU email address, GPS location of the
user at a high frequency(once every 0.1 or 0.2 seconds) with the cor-
responding timestamp. At the end of the trip, the student will upload
all of the collected information to a server. This data is accessible to
the professor/scientist, who can view trips by selecting a range of dates.
.
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Stakeholder Analysis:

Onion Model:

The onion model helps identify the stakeholders:

1. System

2. Primary Stakeholders

3. Secondary Stakeholders

4. Tertiary Stakeholders
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Stakeholders:

System:

The system in our case consists of the application and the server. The appli-
cation records the trip locally and upon completion uploads it to the server.
These trips are stored on server for later access.

Primary Stakeholders:

They are the primary users of this app. This consists of the instructor, and
traffic engineers. The traffic engineers record their trips and upload them to the
server. The instructor can access the server to fetch these trips.

Secondary Stakeholders:

They are the users that utilize the data collected by the app or support the
primary users. So the scientists/moderators who can access the trip data come
under this category. The instructor should grant these users the permission to
access this data.

Tertiary Stakeholders:

This group consists of users that don’t necessarily use the app, but are affected
by the project or are affected by it. This includes the Application Developers,
UX Consultant.
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Stakeholders’ Goal-Influence Table:

User Goal Influence

Instructor
View Trips history
and Study recorded
trips

This user can in-
fluence the struc-
ture of data/design
of the app

Traffic Engineer Records a trip
This user can influ-
ence the design of
the app

Scientists, Modera-
tors

Study the recorded
trips

Use the history to
observe patterns
(or) Identify com-
monly used routes

App Developers,
UX Consultants

Develop a fully
functional appli-
cation that’s easy
to use and visually
appealing

Identify the use
case of all the users
and create func-
tions and create
design for the app
as necessary.
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Personas of Stakeholders:

Instructor:

Name: David
Occupation: Professor
Age: 30 years
Location: Houghton, Michigan

David is a Professor at Michigan Tech, who guides his students engineers to
record their trips between certain locations to identify/study various paths taken
by the traffic engineers. He can later view these trips by selecting a range of
dates.

Traffic Engineer:

Name: John
Occupation: Student
Age: 20 years
Location: Houghton, Michigan

John is a Student at Michigan Tech, seeking a Bachelor’s Degree in Trans-
portation Engineering. He is taking a course offered by David. As part of this
course, he has to record trips using this application. He selects the start point
the destination and records the trip. At the end of his trip he uploads this
information to the server.
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Moderator:

Name: Jason
Occupation: Moderator
Age: 24 years
Location: Houghton, Michigan

Jason is a Moderator, selected by David to monitor the recorded trips.

Scientist:

Name: Kate
Occupation: Scientist
Age: 36 years
Location: Ann Arbor, Michigan

Kate is scientist, who is given access to trip history by David. Kate wants
access to this data so that she can study the paths taken by students.
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Hierarchical Task Analysis:
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Hierarchical Task Analysis Summary:

Students:

1. Access the web application

2. Login using the student login

(a) Record a Trip

i. Enter Trip information

ii. Record trip details

iii. Upload the information to server.

(b) View past trips(personal).

(c) Edit past trips(personal).

i. Update any information that’s incorrect.

ii. Upload this information to server.

Instructor:

1. Access the web Application

2. Login using the moderator login

3. Select a range of dates.

4. View all the trips between these dates

5. Share this information with students to help them better understand the
routes people take between a source and a destination.
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Scientist Interview Notes:

Interview 1:

1. Develop an app that can be used in class, used to collect data for tracking
trip for cars or walking collect GPS, location, speed, timing for analysis

2. Used for the classroom, 30-40 students in the fall semester. Study the
origin, destination, so students can see the different paths that people
take.

3. Any additional data points?
Track the email and name for submission, timestamp about every one
second (later specified to be shorter than a second).

4. Any information displayed after the event?
Something to say they finished the trip and the summary of the data that
was uploaded.

5. Any particular need for testing?
Test different modes, (e.x. Walk mode) most used mode is driving. Testing
to show different paths and timing for each path.

6. Any particular thoughts about design?
Previous app, only recorded starting and ending point, did not get paths
(he wants paths). No design preference but we should provide options for
him to look at as well as him thinking of designs.

7. What does he foresee as the device for tracking?
He wants to collect speed. Phone is going to be the gps device collecting
data.

8. High frequency, (10th or 20th of a second). Expects 0.1 second, depends
on signal issue, gps. If the data is lost, it’s lost. Maybe a selection for app
users to select frequency

9. How many pages are you expecting, (we know of 3, start, end, upload)
Maybe show the map of the car moving, select the paths when starting?

10. Any additional tracking?
(name, email, address, male, female, mode. He will give us a list of general
purposes for the user to select.

11. Any design choices that would benefit? UX type style? Upload to the
cloud for him to use, show the app is collecting the data. For his end,
if we can give him admin access to download data from the cloud server
from the students. Selection from server to download data, (timestamp,
(Year, Month, Day).
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12. How many sets of user permissions are you planning on?
We expect a moderator(scientist), user(student). Grad student would be
in the moderator permission set.

Interview 2:

1. Past App:
https://cshci.cs.mtu.edu/iPatts/login/auth
No other resources now, maybe follow up later

2. Timestamp:
Longer frequency vs averaged
Let the user choose the frequency?
Follow up with capabilities

3. Distance of trips
1 hour of data max per trip
Ex: To Copper Harbor

4. Timestamp Format:
Seconds interval

5. Trip purposes:
List of modes and purposes
Send back and forth with email

6. Origin/Destination
Feature request

7. Meta data:
Can provide an example in the future

8. Students editing:
Go ahead and let them edit if possible

9. Student seeing their own trips
Yes
They don’t see other peoples’ trips

10. Going over current design ideas:
Provide list of modes
DataPoints
Lat/Long
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